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The ques�on to be asweared is how do you make something pleasant and enjoyable from an abandoned building? How do you make people
accept it as part of their heritage, embrace it and reuse it ?
To answear this we decided to reduce interven�on to a minimum for the front building because it has become a signiﬁcant building in the colec�ve memory of the city and also has quite a rigurous geometry and structure not ﬂexible to change.
Meanwhile the backyard building gives more opportuni�es for crea�ve interven�ons regarding the sec�on, structure and ver�cal development. The quality of space and the rela�on between them are reﬂected in the new sec�on of the building through the presence of two story
spaces such as atelier, light yard and chill areas. Cropping the slabs we not only bring more light in but we also create spaces with an individual
personality in the func�onal scheme which give users a nice atmosphere to work in.
In such a high dense neighbourhood the building becomes something inevitable to look at for the taller neighbours. So, how should the house
look now? We decided to keep the industrial look of the building but to send it backwards by adding a new layer for the new use of the building.
The new facade overlaps the old one embracing it without denying it. The materiality of the new ‘coat’ completes the contrast between raw
and smooth, the old and the new life of the buildings. Made out of perforated steel with a low opacity it can become support for presen�ng
artwork while reducing the direct sun through ﬂexible panels.
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